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Newman researched Henner’s existing works and discussed these with the artist during 
studio visits and meetings. The following excerpts are taken from an email conversation 
between Newman and Henner, where Newman sets out the curatorial framework for the 
exhibition following her research and negotiates the list of works for the exhibition.  



Gallery plans were developed through negotiation with the artist, focussing on details such as 
production format, sizes and placing. All artworks were newly produced specifically for the 
exhibition.  

These early hand-drawn gallery plans 
show Newman’s initial thoughts prior to 
discussion with the artist over selection 
of works 

Once the list of work was agreed, CAD 
drawings were used to visualise sizes 
and positioning to ensure all new works 
were produced at the optimum size for 
the space and visitor experience 



(top left) Gallery 1 installation view, showing geological survey maps to the left alongside giant Levelland Oilfield (2013)  (top right) two of Henner’s Feedlots (2013) works 
(bottom left) Gallery 2 installation view, showing Photography Is (2013) on far wall, Less Americains (2013) centre wall with artist books on tables   
(bottom middle) Feedlot (2013)   (bottom right) Poster print of the cover of Vice Magazine’s Hopelessness Issue, featuring Henner’s Feelot image (2013) 



Once Henner’s list of works was agreed, Newman selected prints from Open Eye Gallery’s Archive by Austrian photographer and Soviet spy Edith Tudor-Hart (1908-1973). These were 
shown in Open Eye’s Archive Gallery alongside Henner’s exhibition in the Main Galleries. The Edith Tudor-Hart selection included street scenes of political protests and industrial 
landscapes, often from elevated and aerial viewpoints. The exhibition included a timeline of Tudor-Hart’s biographical details and political events, tracing Tudor-Hart’s involvement with 
the KGB and Cambridge Spy Ring. This was edited from Newman’s research into Tudor’Hart’s life, including an interview with her brother Wolf Suschitzky. The exhibition chimed with 
Henner’s contemporary perspectives made possible through digital technology. The pairing of the Henner and Tudor-Hart exhibitions enabled the audience to consider photography more 
widely as a tool for expressing political ideas, as well as considering the potential exploitation of pervasive new media.  

Below is a list of archive records and thumbnail images which illustrates part 
of Newman’s curatorial selection of Tudor-Hart works 

Edith Tudor-Hart: Quiet Radicalism installation views 



Newman’s research was printed in the Exhibition Guide and discussed in a public in-conversation talk between Newman and the artist, uploaded to Soundcloud. Her research was also 
published in The New Wave, Source Photographic Review, December 2012 

Vice Magazine featured a six page spread of images 
and review of the exhibition, which was distributed 
globally in three languages.  
 
The exhibition was reviewed by other national and 
international press including: 
 
Frieze Magazine 
 
The Guardian 
 
Design Boom 
 
Double Negative 
 
Work commissioned for the exhibition has toured 
internationally including ‘The Constructed View: UK 
Photography Now’ exhibition for Dong Gang 
Photography Festival, China (from 19 July – 22 
September 2013).  
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